Summary: Optimal rank tests are derived for testing homogeneity of k populations observed by m independent and concordant observers against oriented respectively non-oriented contiguity alternatives with respect to a location parameter.
Introduction
Observers are called concordant if an observation x made by some observer on an object implies for another observer a the observation x =%(x), xeR,, %~G, (1.1) on the same object, G denoting the group of continuous and strictly increasing functions r onto R 1.
We consider k variables X1 ..... X k with distribution functions F1, 9 9 F k. The hypothesis H0 states that Ho:F1 = 9 9 9 =Fk; the alternative hypothesis H1 (one-sided trend) that (I .2) H, : F, (x) >~ F2 (x) >~ " " " >l F k (x) , ~r x, F, :~ F k and the alternative hypothesis H2 (multi-sided trend) that (1.3) H2: Fil (x) >~ Fi2 (x) >1" 9 9 >1 Fik (x) , V x, Fi, --/= Fik, for some permutation (il ..... ik) of (1,2 ..... k). (1.5)
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It is assumed that all n observations are completely independent. By means of these observations we want to test Ho against H1 respectively H2.
As the functions ~ are unknown the m sets of k samples cannot be transformed into one set of k samples from the variables X1,. 9 9 X k. The problems stated above are invariant under the group of transformations x*a,i,, l = d~* (Xa,i,.l), l <~ nc~,i, i=l,...,k. Maximal invariants for these groups of transformations are the m vectors of n o~ ranks which are obtained by arranging for each a the corresponding n observations according to increasing magnitude.
In the sequel we denote by Ra, i the vector of n, i ordered ranks of the sample (x i; l, l = 1 ..... nc~,i ) 
It is assumed that the densities fi (x) := Ft.' (x), i ~< k are absolutely continuous, thus for each a the n observations are different with probability one. Invariant tests with respect to the transformations 4~* are based on statistics which are functions of the rn vectors of ranks. These statistics have the convenient property that their probability distributions under Ho do not depend on the common d.f.F.
In this paper rank tests are derived for the foregoing two problems. For the special case m = 1 and ~1 the identity function appropriate rank tests already exist.
The hypothesis Ho can be tested against HI by means of a critical region consisting of large values of the statistic [cf. Hdjek/~idkk]. The second test is asymptotically a maximin most powerful test for Ho against the corresponding class of sequences of "non-oriented" alternatives which are contiguous to Ho.
For the generalized problems of testing Ho against H~ respectively//2 by means of the m vectors of ranks for the observations of m concordant observers analogous results are obtained.
In section 2 the locally most powerful rank test is derived against a given regression-alternative for a location parameter.
In section 3 it is shown that a sequence of these tests is asymptotically maximin most powerful against a class of sequences of "oriented" location-alternatives which are contiguous to Ho.
For the generalized problem of testing Ho against H2 a rank-test is derived which is asymptotically maximin most powerful against a class of sequences of "non-oriented" location-alternatives which are contiguous to Ho (section 4).
Using certain efficiency properties of these tests appropriate tests are obtained for testing Ho against the hypothesis H1 of a one-sided trend given by (1.3) respectively for testing Ho against the hypothesis//2 of a multi-sided trend given by (1.4) (cf. section 5).
As already indicated extensive use will be made of the book "Theory of Rank Tests" by H~jek/~id~k. v In the sequel references to this book will be abbreviated by H [ljek/Sid[lk, simul- taneously using their method of reffering.
Finally we remark that analogous results can be obtained if we consider alternatives with a scale-parameter [cf. H~jek/~id~k].
The Locally Most Powerful Rank Test Against a Regression-Alternative
We assume that f/(x) = f(x --Oi), i <~ k and consider the problem of deriving a locally most powerful rank-test for Ho against the simple regression-alternative R being a sufficient rank statistic with respect to f/, i = 1 ..... k, the critical region for the most powerful rank-test for Ho against Hx consists of those R for which P~ (R) / Po (R) is large, Po and P1 being the probability measures under Ho respectively HI. Now
To obtain PI (R) we introduce following vectors.
By X we denote the vector of n observations taken by observer a from the variables X i' i < k and by R a the corresponding vector of n ranks. By X; 0 we denote the corresponding vector if k samples of sizes ned,i, i <~ k are taken of the variables X i, i <~ k. By R ;0 we denote the corresponding vector of n ranks.
Then we have for any set S generated by the n a ranks in the na-dimensional Euclidean sample space (cf. (1.1)) =e(R (x~;0) ~ s) =e(e 0 ss).
(2.5)
Thus we obtain e, (Ro)= e, (2.6) where [cf. Lehmann, p. 254] 
p, (R-'~)=(n,) -1 E(H i I1 f(x(t)--(O+Aci))) " z~r~,i r(x~ l) -o) '
X~ 1) ..... X(0 n~) being the order statistics for a random sample of size n from the density f (x --0). 
where (2.9) ~,i (Tf, Ro) := X a n ('yf, 1),
in which the scorefunction 7/-is defined by
and the scores by 0 := Evi(v.(u), t-<., (r I, a n Un (1) ..... U(n n) beint the order statistics of a random sample of size n from the uniform distribution on [0, 1 ] .
By means of the foregoing results we finally obtain (2.12) where If and C (~1 ..... n-rm ) are given by (3.1) respectively (3.10) and (3.11). asymptotically multinormal (Jif,'u (~'v) 'If C (nl ;v, " " , nm ;v) ), where (cf. (3.8)) This quadratic test-statistic has under H a X~. l-distribution and under the alternative 77 a non-central X 2-distribution with k --1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality k-1 k-1
.-l~no`l(no`--no`l)--no`lno`2.']'_--na_ln_.o~k I

C (n-*~) =no` l---n-'ak n a-1 --n--ak n o`2"''nak (no, --no`k)/"
This invariant test has also the character of a maximin test [cf. Lehmann, p. 338 ].
Thus it is obvious to introduce the rank-statistic Then we obtain Hh+ I ..... h~m(S (7/))= E Hn-, a (~a* (T f)), (4.8) in which Hh+ (~a* (7/-)) is given by (4.6). @, g (Of, g > 0) , where pf, g is defined by (3.18).
It is interesting to investigate the influence of the fact of more than one observer In the same way, for testing Ho against the hypothesis/-I 2 of a multisided trend -+ (cf. (1.4) ), an appropriate test is obtained by using the statistic Hn--, l ..... ~m (S (~'f))
